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On totally geodesic foliations perpendicular

to Killing fields

Ken Yokumoto
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Abstract. We study the codimension-one totally geodesic foliation perpendicular to a

non-singular Killing field of a Lorentzian manifold. We determine the structure of the

totally geodesic foliation perpendicular to a non-singular Killing field of a two-dimensional

Lorentzian torus containing at least two kinds of leaves.
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1. Introduction

Totally geodesic foliations of Lorentzian manifolds are studied by seve-
ral authors ([BMT], [CR], [M], [Y1], [Y2], [Y3], [Y4], [Z1], [Z2], [Z3]). In the
paper [Y1], we constructed an example of a codimension-1 totally geodesic
foliation of a Lorentzian 2-torus containing three kinds of leaves among
spacelike, timelike, and lightlike ones, and proved that there exists no to-
tally geodesic foliation of a lightlike complete Lorentzian 2-torus containing
at least two kinds of leaves. To study totally geodesic foliations of Lorentzian
manifolds, we introduced the concept of the STL-decompositions of the am-
bient Lorentzian manifolds by totally geodesic foliations. First we recall the
definition of the STL-decompositions. Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold
and F a totally geodesic foliation of M . Denote the union of spacelike,
timelike, or lightlike leaves of F by S, T, or L, respectively. The decompo-
sition

M = S tT t L

is called the STL-decomposition of M by F . We proved that the sets S
and T are open in M , and L is closed in M ([Y1]). We want to know
the structure of a connected component S of S tT more precisely. For an
open saturated set S of a codimension-1 foliation of a closed manifold M ,
we can consider the completion Ŝ of S with respect to the restriction of a
Riemannian metric g on M . Note that Ŝ does not depend on the choice of
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g. When the manifold is a 2-torus, the completion Ŝ of an open connected
saturated set S ( T 2 is diffeomorphic to either S1 × [0, 1] or R × [0, 1]
by using an octopus decomposition of Ŝ (see [CC]). Thus our question is
reduced to the following.

Question 1 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, F a totally geodesic fo-
liation and T 2 = S t T t L the STL-decomposition of T 2 by F . Is the
completion Ŝ of a connected component S ( T 2 of S tT bounded by com-
pact leaves?

To make our question easier, we restrict ourselves to the codimension-
1 totally geodesic foliation perpendicular to a non-singular Killing field
X, that is, the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). We characterize the non-
singular Killing field X of (T 2, g) having a closed orbit as follows.

Theorem 12 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Let F⊥ denote the foliation
perpendicular to F with respect to g. Assume that F⊥ has a compact leaf.
Then all the leaves of F⊥ are compact.

As a corollary to this theorem, we classify the totally geodesic foliation
which is perpendicular to a non-singular Killing field and contains more than
one kind of leaves among spacelike, timelike, and lightlike ones as follows.

Corollary 15 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Let T 2 = StTtL denote
the STL-decomposition of T 2 by F . Assume that L is a proper subset of
T 2. Let U denote the set of connected components S of T 2 \ (S tT\StT).
Then for each element S ∈ U , the completion Ŝ of S is diffeomorphic to
S1 × [0, 1] and satisfies one of the following:
(1) F|Ŝ is diffeomorphic to the product foliation {S1 × {∗ }} and S is

contained in L,
(2) F|Ŝ is diffeomorphic to a foliation of the [0, 1]-bundle S1 × [0, 1] over

S1 constructed by a turbulization and S is a connected component of
S tT.

By using Corollary 15, we have a partial answer to Question 1 as follows.

Corollary 16 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Let T 2 = StTtL denote
the STL-decomposition of T 2 by F . Assume that a connected component S
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of S tT is a proper subset of T 2. Then S is bounded by compact leaves.

Throughout this paper, we assume that manifolds, foliations and met-
rics under consideration are smooth, and do not assume the completeness
of metrics.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we recall definitions and gather fundamental results
about totally geodesic foliations which will be used in the following sections
(for generalities on Lorentzian manifolds, see [ON]).

We first recall an equation discriminating whether a foliation is totally
geodesic or not.

Proposition 2 ([Y1]) Let (M, g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold and
F a codimension-k foliation of M . Then F is totally geodesic if and only
if (LXg)(Y, Z) = 0 for all X ∈ Γ((TF)⊥) and for all Y, Z ∈ Γ(TF), where
(TF)⊥ is the distribution which consists of all vectors perpendicular to TF .

We have a corollary to this proposition as follows.

Corollary 3 Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold and X a non-singular
Killing field of g. If the plane field ker g(X, · ) perpendicular to X is com-
pletely integrable, it defines the codimension-1 totally geodesic foliation per-
pendicular to X.

Now we review the concept of the STL-decomposition.

Definition 4 Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold and F a codimension-k
totally geodesic foliation. Denote the union of all spacelike leaves, timelike
ones, and lightlike ones of F by S, T, and L, respectively. The decomposi-
tion M = S tT t L (disjoint union) is called the STL-decomposition of M
by F .

The STL-decomposition satisfies the following.

Proposition 5 ([Y1]) The sets S and T are open in M , and L is closed
in M .

We review the concept of an element of isometric holonomy.

Definition 6 Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold, F a codimension-k
totally geodesic foliation, and H a distribution of M . A piecewise smooth
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curve σ : [0, t0] → M is called an H-curve if its tangent vectors lie in H.
An element of isometric holonomy along the H-curve σ is a family of maps
{ψt : Vσ(0) → Vσ(t)}t∈[0, t0] which satisfies the following:
(1) The set Vσ(t) is a plaque of the leaf of F containing the point σ(t) for

each t ∈ [0, t0].
(2) The map ψt is an isometry from (Vσ(0), g|Vσ(0)

) to (Vσ(t), g|Vσ(t)
) for

each t ∈ [0, t0].
(3) The curve ψt(x) with parameter t ∈ [0, t0] is an H-curve for each x ∈

Vσ(0) and ψt(σ(0)) = σ(t).
(4) The map ψ0 is the identity map of Vσ(0).

Finally, we review a result about an element of isometric holonomy.

Proposition 7 ([Y1]) Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold, F a codimen-
sion-k totally geodesic foliation of M , and H the distribution perpendicular
to TF with respect to g. If an H-curve σ : [0, t0] →M intersects only space-
like or timelike leaves, then there exists an element of isometric holonomy
along σ.

3. Totally geodesic foliations perpendicular to Killing fields

In this section, we consider the plane field E perpendicular to a non-
singular Killing field X of a Lorentzian manifold. If E is completely inte-
grable, it defines the codimension-1 totally geodesic foliation perpendicular
to the Killing field X.

First we prove the following.

Proposition 8 Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold and X a non-singular
Killing field. Let E be the plane field defined by ker g(X, · ). Then the flow
generated by X preserves E, that is, [X, Y ] ∈ Γ(E) for all Y ∈ Γ(E).

Proof. Let Y ∈ Γ(E). We have

0 = (LXg)(X, Y ) = X(g(X, Y ))− g([X,X], Y )− g(X, [X, Y ])

=−g(X, [X, Y ]).

Therefore [X, Y ] ∈ Γ(E). This proves Proposition 8. ¤

We have a corollary to this proposition as follows.
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Corollary 9 Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold and X a non-singular
Killing field. Assume that the plane field ker g(X, · ) is completely integrable
and denote by F the codimension-1 foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Then
the flow generated by X preserves F .

Now we establish an elementary proposition about the Lorentzian vec-
tor space.

Proposition 10 Let n = 2, 3. Let (Rn−1, 1, 〈 · , · 〉) be the standard
Lorentzian vector space and (e1, . . . , en) the standard orthonormal basis
with 〈en, en〉 = −1. Let W ⊂ Rn−1, 1 be an (n − 1)-dimensional lightlike
subspace and f ∈ SO0(n− 1, 1). Let w1 ∈W be a non-zero lightlike vector.
Assume that f(W ) = W . Let λ1 denote the eigenvalue of the eigenvector w1.
When n = 3 and λ1 = 1, assume furthermore that there exists a spacelike
eigenvector w0 ∈ W . Then there exists a 1-dimensional lightlike subspace
V of Rn−1, 1 such that

Rn−1, 1 = V ⊕W

is an f-invariant splitting.
Moreover λ1λ2 = 1, where λ2 denotes the eigenvalue corresponding to

non-zero lightlike vectors v2 ∈ V .

Proof. Assume that n = 2. By taking the other lightlike subspace V , we
have a splitting R1, 1 = V ⊕W . The map f preserves an orientation and a
time orientation of R1, 1. Hence R1, 1 = V ⊕W is an f -invariant splitting
and det f = λ1λ2 = 1.

Assume that n = 3. Since W is f -invariant, we have det(tI2 − f |W ) =
(t−λ1)(t−λ0) for some λ0. Hence det(tI3−f) = (t−λ2)(t−λ1)(t−λ0) for
some λ2 and λ1λ2λ0 = 1. We have that λ1 > 0 by the assumption that λ1 is
the eigenvalue of the lightlike eigenvector w1 and f preserves an orientation
and a time-orientation of R2, 1.

If λ1 = 1, there exists a spacelike eigenvector w0 ∈W by the additional
assumption for this case. We have 〈w0, w0〉 = (λ0)2〈w0, w0〉. We have that
λ0 = 1 because f preserves an orientation of W and dimW = 2. There
exists an f -invariant splitting R2, 1 = 〈w0〉 ⊕ 〈w0〉⊥, where 〈w0〉⊥ denote
the orthogonal complement of 〈w0〉 with respect to the metric 〈 · , · 〉. The
subspace 〈w0〉⊥ is a 2-dimensional timelike subspace. We have that the
lightlike eigenvector w1 satisfies that w1 ∈ 〈w0〉⊥ since 〈w1, w0〉 = 0. Note
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that 〈w1〉⊥ = W . Since 〈w0〉⊥ is an f -invariant 2-dimensional timelike
subspace, there exists the other 1-dimensional lightlike subspace V ⊂ 〈w0〉⊥
such that the splitting R2, 1 = V ⊕W is invariant by f . (In this case, f is
equal to the identity.)

If λ1 6= 1 and λ1 6= λ0, an eigenvector w0 ∈W having the eigenvalue λ0

must be spacelike. Hence λ0 = 1 and we can prove the proposition in the
same way as above.

If λ1 6= 1 and λ1 = λ0, we have λ2 = (λ1)−2 by λ1λ2λ0 = 1. The
assumption λ1 6= 1 means that λ2 6= 1 and λ2 6= λ1. Take a 1-dimensional
subspace V which satisfies f(v2) = λ2v2 for all v2 ∈ V . Since λ2 6= 1
and λ2 > 0, the subspace V must be lightlike. Hence f has a timelike
invariant subspace V ⊕ 〈w1〉. The orthogonal complement of V ⊕ 〈w1〉 is a
1-dimensional spacelike subspace invariant by f . Therefore λ0 = 1, which
is a contradiction. Hence this case does not happen. ¤

Remark 11 When n = 3 and λ1 = 1, we can not remove the assumption
of the existence of a spacelike eigenvector w0 ∈W . The reason is as follows.
Let f ∈ SO0(2, 1) be the matrix given by




1 a −a
−a (2− a2)/2 a2/2
−a −a2/2 (a2 + 2)/2


 ,

where a 6= 0. It has an eigenvector e2 + e3 and the characteristic equation
of f equals (t − 1)3. We have (f − I3)2 6= 0. Hence the dimension of the
eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 is 1.

4. In the case of 2-tori

In this section, we consider totally geodesic foliations perpendicular to
non-singular Killing fields of Lorentzian 2-tori. Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian
2-torus and X a non-singular Killing field of g. In this case, ker g(X, · )
is completely integrable because dim(ker g(X, · )) = 1. So the foliation
F defined by ker g(X, · ) is totally geodesic by Corollary 3. However the
foliation F⊥ perpendicular to F with respect to g is not always totally
geodesic. Note that the foliation F⊥ is equal to the orbit foliation defined
by X.

In the case of the existence of a closed orbit of a non-singular Killing
field, we have the following.
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Theorem 12 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Let F⊥ denote the foliation
perpendicular to F with respect to g. Assume that F⊥ has a compact leaf.
Then all the leaves of F⊥ are compact.

Proof. First, notice that F is totally geodesic and the leaves of F⊥ are the
orbits of X. Let ϕt be the flow generated by X. Denote by C the union
of all compact leaves of F⊥. The set C is compact ([CC]). Since T 2 is
connected, it is sufficient to prove that C is open.

Case 1: The case where F⊥ has a lightlike compact leaf L.
Fix x ∈ L. We can assume that ϕ1(x) = x by considering cX, c ∈

R>0, if necessary. Take the ϕ1∗-invariant splitting TxT
2 = TxL⊕V so that

V ⊂ TxT
2 is the other lightlike subspace. Fix non-zero lightlike vectors

Xx ∈ TxL and v2 ∈ V . By ϕ1∗(Xx) = Xx and Proposition 10, eigenvalues
of Xx and v2 are 1. Hence we have

ϕ1∗|TxT 2 = idTxT 2 .

Fix v ∈ V ⊂ TxT
2 such that expx v is defined. We have that ϕ1(expx v) =

expx(ϕ1∗v) = expx v. Hence the point expx v is a fixed point of ϕ1. This
means that leaves of F⊥ near a lightlike compact F⊥-leaf L are compact.

Case 2: The case where F⊥ has a compact leaf L′ which is not lightlike.
Let L′ be a compact F⊥-leaf which is not lightlike and σ : [0, 1] → L′

be a simple loop in L′. The curve σ intersects only spacelike or timelike
F-leaves. So we can consider an element of isometric holonomy along σ

{ψt : Vσ(0) → Vσ(t)}t∈[0, 1]

by Proposition 7, where Vσ(t) is an F-plaque containing σ(t) and ψt is an
isometry from (Vσ(0), g|Vσ(0)

) to (Vσ(t), g|Vσ(t)
). Since ψ1 is an isometry from

Vσ(0) to ψ1(Vσ(0)), ψ1(σ(0)) = σ(1) = σ(0), and dimVσ(t) = 1, we have that
the map ψ1 is the identity. Hence all the F⊥-leaves near L′ are compact.

From Case 1 and 2, we have that C is open. Since T 2 is connected, we
have that C = T 2. This proves the proposition. ¤

We have a corollary to this theorem, which characterizes the lightlike
totally geodesic foliation perpendicular to a non-singular lightlike Killing
field.
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Corollary 13 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Suppose that X is lightlike.
Then F is lightlike and satisfies one of the following:
(1) All the leaves of F are compact,
(2) F contains no compact leaves.

Proof. By the assumption that X is lightlike, we have that g(X, X) = 0.
So F is equal to the orbit foliation defined by X. Hence F is lightlike and
equal to the foliation F⊥ perpendicular to F with respect to g. So we can
apply Theorem 12. If F = F⊥ has a compact lightlike leaf, then all the
leaves of F are compact by Theorem 12. ¤

Remark 14 By Corollary 13, the lightlike totally geodesic foliation of the
torus of Clifton-Pohl ([CR]), which has two Reeb components, can not be
perpendicular to a non-singular lightlike Killing field even if we change the
metric.

Now we consider the totally geodesic foliation which is perpendicular
to a non-singular Killing field and contains more than one kind of leaves
among spacelike, timelike, and lightlike ones. We have the following.

Corollary 15 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Let T 2 = StTtL denote
the STL-decomposition of T 2 by F . Assume that L is a proper subset of
T 2. Let U denote the set of connected components S of T 2 \ (S tT\StT).
Then for each element S ∈ U , the completion Ŝ of S is diffeomorphic to
S1 × [0, 1] and satisfies one of the following:
(1) F|Ŝ is diffeomorphic to the product foliation {S1 × {∗ }} and S is

contained in L,
(2) F|Ŝ is diffeomorphic to a foliation of the [0, 1]-bundle S1 × [0, 1] over

S1 constructed by a turbulization and S is a connected component of
S tT.

Proof. Let F⊥ denote the foliation perpendicular to F . First we prove that
all the leaves of F⊥ are compact. By the assumption that L is a proper
subset of T 2 and Proposition 5, the set L is a non-empty closed saturated
set. Hence L contains a minimal set M (see [CC]). Since F is smooth,
M ⊂ L must be a single closed leaf. So there exists a lightlike compact
F-leaf. Note that an F-leaf L is lightlike if and only if an F-leaf L is also
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an F⊥-leaf. Hence all the leaves of F⊥ are compact by Theorem 12.
Let S ∈ U and denote by Ŝ the completion of S. We prove that Ŝ is

diffeomorphic to S1× [0, 1]. Note that S is an open connected F-saturated
set. The set S is contained in S t T or L by the definition of U . In both
cases, we have that S \S ⊂ L by Proposition 5. So F⊥|S is tangent to S \S.
Hence S is also an open connected F⊥-saturated set. Since all the leaves
of F⊥ are compact, an open connected F⊥-saturated set S is diffeomorphic
to S1 × (0, 1). Therefore Ŝ is diffeomorphic to S1 × [0, 1].

Now we determine the structure of F|Ŝ .

Case 1: The case where S is contained in L.
Since all the leaves of F|S are lightlike, we have that F|S = F⊥|S . So

we have F|Ŝ = F⊥|Ŝ . Since (S, F⊥|S) is diffeomorphic to (S1×(0, 1), {S1×
{∗ }}), the couple (Ŝ, F|Ŝ) is diffeomorphic to (S1 × [0, 1], {S1 × {∗ }}).
Case 2: The case where S is contained in S tT.

The couple (Ŝ, F⊥|Ŝ) is diffeomorphic to (S1× [0, 1], {S1×{∗ }}). On
S ∼= S1 × (0, 1), the foliation F is transverse to F⊥|S ∼= {S1 × {∗ }}. Since
S \S ⊂ L, the foliation F is tangent to ∂Ŝ ∼= ∂(S1× [0, 1]). Hence (Ŝ, F|Ŝ)
is a slope component or a Reeb component (see Fig. 1). Therefore F|Ŝ is
diffeomorphic to a foliation of the [0, 1]-bundle S1× [0, 1] constructed by a
turbulization (for the definition of a turbulization, see [CC]). ¤

S1 S1

Fig. 1. a slope component and a Reeb component

Now we give a partial answer to Question 1 as follows.

Corollary 16 Let (T 2, g) be a Lorentzian 2-torus, X a non-singular Killing
field, and F the foliation defined by ker g(X, · ). Let T 2 = StTtL denote
the STL-decomposition of T 2 by F . Assume that a connected component S
of S tT is a proper subset of T 2. Then S is bounded by compact leaves.

Proof. Since S is a proper subset of T 2, the set S \S is a non-empty closed
saturated set and S is a connected component of T 2 \ (S tT \ S tT). We
have that S \ S ⊂ L by Proposition 5. So L is also a proper subset of T 2.
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Hence we can apply Corollary 15. Since S has no lightlike leaves, the Case
(2) in Corollary 15 happens. ¤
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